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Case Study Committee

Description: The Case Study program on the ASC online education page (CytoCE) provides an interactive distance-learning experience to challenging diagnostic issues via interesting patient cases in the field of cytopathology. Each Case includes objectives, images, clinical history, along with a multiple-choice diagnosis followed by discussion, review images and references.

Responsibilities

• Ensure education is developed in compliance with the requirements of the ACCME and ABP CC.
• Evaluate the Case Study program effectiveness.

2019-2020 Initiatives

• Solicit ASC Membership to submit Case Studies.
• Develop a Case Study review system.
• Work with The ASC Bulletin Editor as well as the Editors of JASC to determine the suitability of publication of selected Case Studies.
• Evaluate previously published Case Studies to determine if content is current; remove ineffective or outdated materials from circulation.
• Consider using case discussion on Social Media (Twitter)
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